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The Newsletter of the Seattle Robotics Society

Powell's Tops for Books

M

y wife and I took a weekend trip
to Portland recently for a nonrobotic reason. While staying in that
beautiful city, we spent a few hours
prowling around Powell's Technical
Bookstore and its larger companion
store, Powell's City of Books.
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"How large is it?," I hear someone
ask. Well, Powell's City of Books is so
large it actually covers an entire city
block and takes up most of a three-story
building. In fact, the store is so large that
they hand out 2-foot maps when you enter, and you will need them on your first
few visits.
Inside, the place is divided into
rooms dedicated to the different genres

of literature. For example, the Rose
room (all rooms carry color names and
matching paint jobs) contains books on
sports, science, home construction, selfhelp, and psychology, to name just a few
subjects. You can find science fiction in
the Gold room, arts and crafts in the Orange room, and literature in the Blue
room.
The City of Books offers a coffee
room with tables for sipping and
reading. It also sports a rare-book room,
for those of you seriously into reading.
But for robotics topics, you have to
take in Powell's Technical Bookstore,
just down the road a couple of blocks.
There you will find books on all aspects
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of robotics, including many collections
of papers from research schools such as
MIT. The Technical Bookstore also has
a huge selection of new and used electronics books, and books on subjects
such as medicine, civil engineering,
mathematics, architecture, chemistry,
and nearly any other engineering discipline you can name.
I strongly recommend that you take
a weekend and some bucks and drive
down to Portland for some serious techno-grazing. If you have never seen
Powell's before, you will certainly be
amazed. Recommended.

PADS: a standard for ECAD?

P

Q

ADS is an integrated electronic
schematic, library and printed circuit board design program that has
incredible performance. This 6 megabyte program has awesome capabilities
and impressive power. Even more
amazing is that the registered shareware
version is being mailed out free.
I called the PADS Hotline
(1-800-255-7814) to get a registered
copy of the shareware for $50. The lady
that took my called indicated that there
would be no charge. A few days ago my
software arrived. Three 5.25"
1.2 Mb floppies along with brochures of other products nicely packaged
in a large envelope make up the shareware version. All files are compressed

into their respective subdirectories. The
manual for the logic and printed circuit
board are on the diskettes. Follow the
instructions in the "install.doc" file and
you can't go wrong.
I had received a copy of the PADS
shareware from Mike Tarrant and found
that his copy was similar to the version
that PADS mailed to me. The differences
are not worth discussing except that the
registered shareware manual and the
other copies around on the bulletin
boards (ie Science Factor) have minor
changes.
PADS software is a fully functioning application package that comes
with a library of 6000 components. You
can produce outstanding schematic dia-
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grams and beautiful printed circuit board
artwork. Printing PCB artwork or schematics can be accomplished on a dot
matrix printer, a laser printer or a pen
plotter. It can even send the results to a
CAM for drilling the holes. I have been
using the program for several weeks now
and find this program to be awesome.
You can design circuits up to 30 ICs, 75
components and 300 connections with
the shareware version. This should be
large enough for most hobbyists.
I believe that we should adopt
PADS as the standard for exchanging
robotics circuit diagrams and artwork.
The circuit diagrams and printed circuit
board files can be save and uploaded to
Please see PADS on p. 7
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Dilution of Effort

W

hat is it about great inventors
that leads them to succeed
where others fail?

No one would argue the creative
genius of inventors such as Wilbur and
Orville Wright, but the success of the
Wright brothers stemmed in part from
what they did not attempt to create. Wilbur and Orville did not try to create a
seaplane. Nor a helicopter. Nor a VSTOL, a jumbo jet, nor a Space Shuttle.
They had a vision, that of sustained,
controlled horizontal flight; anything
beyond that would have been a distraction. They avoided diluting their
efforts.
Wilbur and Orville worked one

... the success of the
Wright brothers
stemmed in part from
what they did not
attempt to create
problem at a time. First came the problem of control which they attacked with
gliders, mastering roll control, then
pitch, then yaw. Once they had achieved
3-D controlled glides, they went on to
the power plant, then to design suitable
propellors.
They laid out their work in the order
it needed to proceed and they stuck to
their program until they got results. They
didn't get bogged down with peripheral
questions of style and purity. While
others debated the merits of bird shaped
aeroplanes, the Wright brothers were literally flying circles around them. They
learned what was important for flight
and ignored everything else.
Focussing on what's important,

that's what makes technological
progress. It seems difficult for most robot builders to focus on .w hat's
important. Cosmetic aspects of robotics
absorb too much of our effort, diverting
us from our proper course. Intelligence
is forsaken for mechanical complexity,
robustness for slavish imitation of
nature.
Consider the case of walking robots.
There are no compelling reasons for
pursuing legged mobility at this stage in
the development of mobile robotics.
Granted, legged machines will eventually be needed for traversing rough
terrain, and the insight we gain into animal locomotion is invaluable, but the
engineering difficulty of walking robots
deflects us from solving fundamental
problems of path planning, navigation,
and mapping.
These problems are only partially
solved, and until complete robust solutions are found, no robot-legged or
otherwise-will be useful outside the
highly structured environments typical
of university laboratories. The real prize
in mobile robotics is the combination of
algorithms and hardware that will enable
a robot to perform useful work in unstructured environments. There are
enough solid uses for wheeled robots
capable of independent navigation that
pursuit of legged robots is premature.
Another popular distraction is the
robot arm. If a mobile robot cannot navigate in an unstructured environment,
what chance has it of using an arm as
anything but an expensive ornament?
Eventually we will need arms on mobile
robots, but not before we have robots
that can deal with the navigation
problem.
Likewise, robots powered by steam,
solar energy, CO2 cartridges, or even
methane from grass clippings are all a

waste when the resulting robots can't do
anything worth doing. Stick to fundamentals: Wheels, DC motors and
batteries are more than adequate for the
real job, which is designing mobile robots that work. After these basic
problems are solved we can go for exotic
power sources. Before then they represent a waste of time.
We need to be clear what our objective is and we must be sure that the
objective is big enough to be interesting,
yet small enough to be achieved within
our robot building careers. As we develop the technology, side branches such as
walking robots, swimming robots, even
flying robots will appear. It can be fun to
follow these offshoots, but we must

Cosmetic aspects of
robotics absorb too
much of our effort,
diverting us from our
proper course
ruthlessly prune these diversionary
branches lest our efforts become diluted
and ineffectual.
The walking robot's time will come,
as perhaps will skipping, jumping and
flying robots, but not until our main
problem is solved: autonomous navigation in human environments. Our goal
should be the wheel-driven robot that
can find its way through any obstacle
course a person in a wheelchair could.
We must roll before we walk. While external navigational aids such as beacons
can help in the beginning, the robot
should eventually depend only on its internal resources. We must keep our eye5
on this prize, and nothing else.
The Editor
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September Meeting Notes

I

have been making progress on the
Nuts & Volts column started recently. The first article should already be
on the streets, and the second article will
have been sent about two weeks ago.
(To subscribe to Nuts & Volts, call
1-800-783-4624 and give them your MC or
VISA number; one year costs $17. I would
recommend subscribing, even if I didn't have
a column in the magazine. It offers some excellent sources for robotics parts and
assemblies, and can point you to good technical information, tools, and software.)

Q

I showed off Tooter, the robot I am
describing in the articles. Tooter measures about 12" in diameter, runs on
eight C-cell NiCads, and uses an 80C31
single-board computer kit from Suncoast
Technologies. I write all of Tooter's
firmware in a small, compiled BASIC,

so you don't even have to learn Forth to
get started.
Incidentally, Steve Sokolowski at
Suncoast offers a set of floppy discs
containing the BASIC compiler plus my
library of assembly language routines.
You can order the board kit, software,
and other components from Steve.
Check the article in Nuts & Volts for full
details on what you need to build a
Tooter; if you like what you see, give
Steve a call.
Anton Staaf showed his left-wallfollowing maze-runner. Built without
CPU, this little guy may finally dethrone
Murphy. Next up, we need a mazemapping 'bot Anyone??
Anton discussed how to mount
bumper switches to avoid problems with

The President Says ...

A

Q

teacher from Northwest School in
the Capitol Hill area, along with
four of her students, showed up for a
look at hobby robotics, and left suitably
impressed. Anton Staaf, Bob Nansel, and
I will arrange with her to set up a schoolwide presentation on hobby robotics
soon.
The national media constantly harps
about the lack of interest in science and
engineering shown by the average
American high-school student Falling
grade averages, growing adult illiteracy,
poor job performance; the list of problems laid at the feet of the educational
system could make you want to chuck
the whole damned thing and start over.
Based on the stories I have seen, I
would have to think the kids attending
the meeting were above average. They
enjoyed looking at the robots, grabbed

up all the robotics literature being passed
around, and asked good questions during
the technical session. They were more
excited about robots when they left than
when they arrived, and are looking forward to the upcoming road show.
The SRS can help spur students' interest in amateur robotics, through the
monthly meetings and occasional presentations. Students interested in
robotics will naturally pick up interest in
(or at least awareness of) engineering
disciplines such as electronics, mechanics, software, and sensor
technology.
Offered a chance to be really creative, and supported by the kind of
show-and-tell atmosphere rampant in the
SRS meetings, I gotta believe the right
kind of high-school student would work
harder and enjoy science more.

by Karl Lunt

wall edges, and demonstrated a little $5
speech synthesizer board available surplus from Radar Electric.
Frank Haymes, who makes a
monthly pilgrimage from Bellingham,
showed off a little X-Y scanner he built
from a pair of model aircraft servos. This
prompted a discussion on the cost and
advantages of using servos as robot
motors. Many servos cost less than the
usual DC gearhead motors, and can perform tasks difficult or impossible for DC
gearheads to handle.
Well, that does it for this month. By
next meeting, Tooter should be a reallive line follower. I will try to bring both
Tooter and CBE-1, and hold an informal
line-following contest between the two.

by Karl Lunt

Maybe these kids are well above the national average when it comes to interest
in science and engineering; to listen to
the national media, they may be the only
four students in the country with any interest But they are interested, they do
want to build robots, and they do want to
know much more about amateur robotics. We in the SRS have an
opportunity to fuel that flame, and to
help local high-school students find and
keep an interest in science. Get your
'bots running, enter the competitions,
and take part in the road shows. Let's
/
help keep these kids interested.
/
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Courtesy Prof. Steve Belinski,
University of California at Riverside

Robot Sumo Rules
Competition categories:
Autonomous (self-controlled, no
restrictions)
• Radio controlled (27 MHz, 40 MHz)
- use frequency of 27 MHz (1-6 bands)
or 40 MHz (61,63,65,67,69 bands)
- prohibited bands: 40 MHz (71-85
bands)
- crystals must be interchangeable, so
use the Futaba, JR, Sanwa or KO Propo type controllers

Teams
• During a match, each team is allowed
two members for operation and
maintenance.

Robot dimensions
• Robot must fit into a square box with
clearance of 200 mm/side and no top.
However, after the start of the match,
components may be extended outside
this region. It is not permissible for the
robot to split into two or more
disconnected pieces.

• Radio-controlled robots start at Gyoji 's (referee's) signal
• Autonomous robots are delay-started 5
seconds after the Gyoji 's signal of
"Hakkeyoi, Nokotta," i.e. operators
will push switches on each robot at the
word "Nokotta" and the robots will
delay 5 seconds before moving.
• Matches are the best two out of three,
with a three minute limit for the three
bouts combined.
• Ties will be decided by a sudden-death
playoff if possible, else by decision of
judge.
• Robot loses if it stops for 30 seconds or
more during a bout.
• If the robot touches the outer dohyo
surface it loses.
• You lose if you perform a prohibited
action or move before the official
start
• You lose if, after submitting an

application you can't or don't
participate.
• If both robots are locked up for 30
seconds while orbiting each other, a
rematch is called.
• If robots do not touch and are orbiting
for 30 seconds, a rematch is called.
However, if one is stalled, the other
may be declared the winner.

Sumo ring construction
• Diameter: 1.54 m (to outer white edge)
• Material: hard rubber, flat clean
surface
• Color:
inner dohyo - black
start lines
- brown (20 cm long, 20
cm apart, ~ 1/2" wide, centered)
edges
- white (5 cm)
outer dohyo - dark red (about a 5 cm
drop-off from the white edge to outer
dohyo)

Robot weight
• Robot must weigh 3 kg or less

Robot power
• No external combustion engines
• Commercial power sources are
acceptable, i.e. batteries

20 cm x 2 cm starting marks
(brown)
Rubberized running surface
(black)

Prohibited Items & actions
• Electromagnetically interfering with
your opponent's controller
• Spraying powder, fluid or gas at
opposing robot
• Incorporating combustibles or fire as
part of your equipment
• Incorporating flying components or
projectiles
• Cutting or permanantly deforming the
dohyo (competition ring) material

Other match rules
• Some part of each robot must be over
its respective start line at the beginning of each bout

Dohyo for Robot Sumo Competition
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P.A.R.T.S
Portland Area Robotics Society
Issue# 01

By. Marvin Green

(503) 656-8367.

I would like to start a Robotics club here in Portland Ore. If you think that's a good idea, and
you want to get together with other robot hobbyists in the Portland area, give me a call!

My Robot Zippy had a chance to run in the Y.O.R . line following competition. It was a great
place to exchange ideas and put robots to the test. Zippy was one of the smallest robots there, but
that didn't stop him from showing off. One of the most asked questions about Zippy was about
the drive motor. I used two modified airplane servo's to drive my robot for a few basic reasons:

0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All the drive circuitry is built in. ( No Relays etc. )
Low power, and connects to one I/O line.
Low cost. ( $11 .00 per servo.) Easy to find.
Pulse width controls speed and direction.
Only a few lines of code to run. (Forth on 68HC11)
Servo is easy to modify.

Ag.1

The RIC servo is light, durable and strong, perfect for a model airplane or a small robot.
Basically, a servo works by reading an incoming pulse width signal. The servo measures the
pulse width ( lms to 2ms) and compares it with an internal pulse, ( set by the potentiometer).
The servo controls the motors speed and direction that adjusts the connected potentiometer.
When the internal pulse ( potentiometer ) and the external pulse ( input signal ) are equal, then
the motor stops. This is a bit over simplified, but ... See figure 1.

0

Main Gear
Fig. 2

The servo can turn= 270 degrees. To modify it for continuos
rotation cut off the stopping spur on the main gear, and
disconnect the potentiometer. Open up the gear box taking out
the four small screws. Locate the biggest gear, this gear is also
part of output shaft, and underneath is the potentiometer. Using a
razor blade, cut off the spur, so that it can rotate freely. See
figure 2.

6
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When putting the servo back together, apply some grease to the gears.
The potentiometer should be removed, and replaced with 2 resistors. For
example my potentiometer had a value of 1OK, I replaced it with two 5k
resistors. Doing this makes the internal pulse width a constant. Now the
input pulse can adjust the motor speed and direction. See Figure 3.

5K 5K

m

The input of the servo can be an output pin of the CPU. The 68HC11, can control 4 servos
directly with only its built in hardware, no software timing loops! Writing the code in FORTH
makes controlling a servo simple. ( See code.) Also refer to Motorola's 68HC11 specs.
The hardware is setup to create a pulse 30 times a second with OCI, then OC4 and OC5 act as a
one-shot to create the variable pube width. In your code, you must find correct value to center
the servo. ( Servo not turning in ei1her direction, but centered in the 'dead band').
For example the centering value for the right servo may be ( HEX ) A000. To turn the servo
slowly CCW enter A0I0, to turn slowly CW enter BF0F.
This is just an overview to show how easy running a servo from a computer can be. Refer to
other servo articles in Radio Electronics, the Computer Journal, e~_c. Experiment, and have fun.
: INIT-SERVO
18 800C C!
00 800D C!
OF 8020 C!
00 8016 ! ;

: RIGHT_SERVO 801E ! ;
: LEFT_SERVO 801C ! ;

( Two servos connected to PA3 and PA4
( Effect OC4 OCS on OC 1
( OC4 OCS set 0 on OC1
( OC4 OCS set 1 on compare
( TIC1 set to 0 = OC1
- Trigger

)
)
)

)
)

( 0 - FFFF CONTROLS PULSE WIDTH )
( 0 - FFFF CONTROLS PULSE WIDTH )

Simple code sample. ( FORTH ) * Remember that FORTii is cool.

This is my first attempt at a news letter, or trying to organize a Robotics Club. I hope
that it starts the ball rolling in getting some robotics interest going here in Portland area.
If any part of robotics interest you, theory, design, programming, building, AI, Sci Fi, or
just thinking about them. Please call or write.

Marvin Green

637 Hartke Loop, Oregon City, OR 97045

(503) 656-83687
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the SRS BBS. Other robotics enthusiast could download the files and
modify them as needed. This software when combined with the
DynaArt transfer paper will allow
hobbyist to quickly produce near
professional quality printed circuit
boards with out the trial an error
methods of the past.
We are at the threshold of revo1u ti o nary developments made
possible by the combination of free
computer software, modems and
printed circuit board transfer films.
Junk your wire wrap tools, mothball
your breadboards and climb aboard
the move to make PADS the official
software of SRS and Robotics
builders by using it for your future
projects.

Robot Explorer

A

t long last a national newsletter
dedicated to mobile robotics has
been launched. The newsletter, called
Robot Explorer, is the brainchild of
veteran editor/publisher Ray Cote. In the
first issue of Robot Explorer Ray gives
his purpose for publishing the
newsletter:
I believe the time is right for the next
resurgence of robot experimentation
in this country. Companies are
producing commercially viable
nontraditional robots. Robots can
now be found in hospitals and
nursing homes, television studios,
and factory floors where they wash
and po/ish... Robot Explorer is your

window into this exciting field.
Future issues will explore the
frontiers of practical robots, provide
practical robot designs, and talk with
leading researchers.
Annual subscriptions are $14.95
(First Class) for eight issues in North
America, $29.95 (Air Mail) to the rest of
the world. All subscription payments
must be drawn on a US bank. Mastercard
and Visa accepted internationally.
Robot Explorer
145 Grove St.
POB 458
Peterborough, NH 03458-0458
(603) 924-6079 (voice)
(603) 924-9441 (fax)

Contributors

0 About the Seattle Robotics Society
Thde Seb ~ld~e Robob tics WSociety wad~ formed in 1982f to se rv~ thalose inted rested in leah':"ihngchabou t
an
uI ing ro ots. e are a Iverse group o pro1essIon s an amateurs, Ig s oo I
students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the creation of
cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We
meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon the third Saturday of every month at North Seattle Community
College in room 1652. If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet
the gang. We are on an exciting journey and welcome you to join us.
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Upcoming Events
October 17, 1992

SRS Meeting at NSCC, rm 1652, 10:00 am.

November 21, 1992

November SRS meeting.

December 19, 1992

December SRS Meeting.

April 6-8, 1993

7th International Service Robot Congress
Cobo Center, Detroit, Ml ;
Contact: NSRA at (313) 994-6088

April 22-25, 1993

Second International BEAM Robot Olympics
Ontario Science Center, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

July 22-25, 1993

0

Robothon Northwest 1993
Mobile Robot Competition and Symposium
Contact:
Karen Nansel
Robothon Northwest, Dept. E
816 N. 105
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 782-5989, 8am-5pm PST

M:~e~!l~~!!r year, February to
February. Make your check payable to:
Jeff Sandys, Treasurer
Seattle Robotics Society
P.O. Box 30668
Seattle, WA 98103-0668
To electronically submit articles, letters
and news items for the Encoder, leave
E-mail on the SAS bulletin board:

Robert Nansel @ SRS BBS
206-362-5267, 1200,/2400 8N1 , 24 Hr
To submit hardcopy:

Bob Nansel, Editor
816 N.105
Seattle, WA 98133
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